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FAIR TRADE : A POWERFUL FORCE OF CHANGE 

Share two things that left an impression:

I always thought that the subsidies the government was giving was helping uplift Kent of 

the poor but in reality all the subsidies and credit support schemes were rather helping the 

giants grow even more GIANT, leaving the poor as usual POOR. 

How just a small movement helped the small farmers get sustainable price and advance 

credit which helped them in making a good living, gaining respect,and continuing 

sustainable agricultural practices and all of this was possible by just Dialogue and 

Transparency.

Three items :

CHOCOLATE:

        What is your ‘go-to’ dessert when you         want something sweet? The first word that 

comes to my mind is – Chocolates!

   Conventional - Cadbury dairy milk silk

Price : 150 rs

Source : Ghana, West Africa

Who produced : Cadbury 

   Fair Trade Product : Pascati chocolate 

‘Pascati’, started as a small chocolate venture, went on to become India’s first-ever Organic 

and Fair Trade chocolate brand

Price : 280 rs

Source : Farms of Idukki district, Kerala

Who produced : Local farmers of Kerala 

Impact : Giving the farmers their fair share of money to earn a sustainable living.

CLOTHING
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       Conventional - Zara

Price - 2990 rs

Source - Cotton, linen and polyester from Far East

Who produced- Manufactured by the industries of Spain, Italy and Turkey

       Fair Trade Product - No Nasties

           India’s first Fairtrade fashion brand No Nasties is committed to make products that make a 

difference. No Nasties emodies sustainability in every aspect of it’s work and products- from 

only sourcing from Organic and Fairtrade supply chains to following Vegan practices in it’s

operation from planting a tree for every product sold to having zero plastic packaging. All of this 

is done through beautifully designed and comfortable garments.

Price : 2799 rs

Source : Cotton from Telangana 

Who produced : Local farmers of Telangana 

Impact : Fairtrade commitment from brands like No Nasties means that members of Chetna 

Organic like Lingu Bai are able to take a soft loan from their farmer organisation to start a poultry 

business for generating supplemental income.

COFFEE 

         Conventional: Bru Instant Coffee 

Price - 380 rs (200gm)

Source - Brazil, Guetmala, etc.

Who produced- By the workers of the land and later finalised by the Hindustan Unilever Ltd.

         Fair Trade : Native Araku Valley Instant Coffee

Price - 990 rs (250gm)

Source - Araku Valley, Kerala

Who produced- Local farmers of Kerala

Impact: The premium has been invested in solar powered electric fencing to protect farms on the 

edge of forests from the local elephants. The fences provide a mild shock to deter the animals 

and prevent the destruction of their crops.

FTAK has invested the premium in a disaster management fund. This is very important, especially 

for the farmers on the hillsides. At monsoon time there are landslides which can wreak havoc. 

Government aid is often delayed and inadequate and the farmers need immediate assistance, 

especially when they are left homeless and their crops destroyed.

FTAK also uses the premium to make cash payments to members and has invested in the 

construction of new office premises.





































 


